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16th of October, 2022  

To: Registrar NEPRA 

NEPRA Tower, Attaturk Avenue (East), 

Sector G-5/1, Islamabad.  

 

Subject: Comments on the Indicative Generation Capacity Expansion Plan (IGCEP) 2022-

2031. 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

1. The following comments are being submitted by the Alternative Law Collective (ALC) on 

behalf of the Alliance for Climate Justice and Clean Energy (ACJCE) with reference to the 

Notice for submitting Comments in the matter of Indicative Generation Capacity Expansion 

Plan, 2022-2031 (‘IGCEP’) invited by your respected Office through advertisement on your 

website. 

   

2. ACJCE is a coalition of various civil society organizations comprising lawyers, journalists, 

academics, and policy professionals, specializing in environmental issues with a focus on the 

energy sector – particularly the transition away from fossil fuels and towards renewable 

sources. The undersigned counsels of ALC and the endorsing organizations of the coalition are 

submitting these comments as concerned citizens and groups who are likely to be affected if 

the IGCEP is approved through the present process and in its current form by the authority. 

We offer these comments both as groups committed to a just energy transition, but also as 

citizens who stand for a socially inclusive, environmentally green energy policy, and as 

responsible members of the academic, policy, journalist, and legal fraternities, who hope to see 

Pakistan’s energy sector grow and prosper in line with the principles of sustainable 

development that are the cornerstone of the regulatory process. 
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3. The present IGCEP 2022-2031 reveals considerable improvements over its predecessor 

(IGCEP 2021-2030), particularly in the attempts to meet ARE 2019 targets with VRE 

additions, in the incorporation of RE based distributed generation, and in the modeling of 

alternative low demand and/or high demand scenarios. These improvements are very welcome 

and indicate a praiseworthy attention to policy goals and the feedback of civil society 

stakeholders. We applaud this attempt to correct some of the errors of the past. However, we 

are of the view that there are nevertheless serious deficiencies in the present IGCEP 2022-2031 

that warrant revision of the document. In its current form, the IGCEP report continues to suffer 

from various technical shortcomings and errors that reveal infirmities in the planning process 

as a whole. Like its predecessor IGCEP 2021-2030, The methodology followed by the IGCEP 

2022-2031 frustrates the very purpose of a reasoned exercise in least cost modeling, and the 

present process is antithetical to the values of transparency, accountability, and efficacy that 

are the cornerstone of effective evidence-based practices in energy planning. Consequently, 

the IGCEP is subject to a number of internal contradictions and the proposed energy mix and 

road map for capacity additions is often inconsistent with the principles of sustainable 

development. We detail some of these limitations below and offer our comments in the spirit 

of “constructive criticism” with the hope of generating an informed dialogue on the planning 

process as a whole.  

 

 

A. THE PROPOSED IGCEP FAILS TO UNDERTAKE AN UNCONSTRAINED, 

EVIDENCE-BASED, AND INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT OF LEAST COST 

OPTIONS RESULTING IN A SUBOPTIMAL OUTCOME. 

 

 

As pointed out by multiple stakeholders in last year’s IGCEP hearing, NTDC’s failure to conduct 

an unconstrained analysis of the energy options violated the basic purpose of a least cost modeling 

exercise. This fundamental flaw stands uncorrected in the present IGCEP 2031. In fact, this basic 
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error has not only been repeated but also exacerbated by several factors as outlined below. There 

are various facets to this planning failure, each of which require correction if the document is to 

achieve its true goal of developing an evidence based and analytically sound roadmap for a 

sustainable and cheap energy mix.  

 

 Definition of Committed Projects: The manner in which the category of “committed 

projects'' has been defined means the planning process is rigged from the start, rendering 

the entire exercise of least-cost modeling futile. This error can be traced to IGCEP 2030, 

which introduced an arbitrary, unreasonable, and highly objectionable change in the then 

existing criteria for classifying a project as “committed.” Prior to last year's IGCEP, a 

project used to be classified as “committed” only if it fulfilled one of the following 

prerequisites:  

 

● “It is already under construction;  

● Has achieved financial close;  

● Has strategic importance i.e. China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) 

project;  

● or is a G2G project.”  

In the IGCEP 2030, however, this criteria was changed and a projects was considered 

“committed” if they fulfilled the following criteria: 

● Has obtained LOS as of December 2020 for private sector projects. For 

Federal Government Public Sector projects, the PC-I has been approved and 

funding secured (As of March 2021). However, M/s Jamshoro Unit-2 & M/s 

Chashma-5 nuclear power project shall be modeled as candidate projects to 

be evaluated under least cost principle.  
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● G2G project: Power Generation projects which are listed under Federal 

Government’s international (bilateral or multilateral) commitments, if 

project / financing agreements signed.  

● Where timelines of completion of a project under G2G are not firmed up 

yet. The tool shall determine the timeline by which such a project must 

come online based on its tariff optimization with respect to other available 

options.  

● RE plants (Wind, Solar, Bagasse) enlisted in Category I & II of CCoE’s 

decision dated 4th April 2019.  

● RE on-grid power projects in balance target block share as stipulated in the 

ARE Policy 2019 i.e. 20% by year 2025 and 30% by year 2030 (including 

net-metering), candidate block will be considered on respective 

wind/solar/hybrid technologies from the year 2023-24 onwards on least cost 

principle. 

 No rationale for this change in criteria was provided – particularly for the easing of the criteria 

from “under-construction or financial closure” to merely obtaining an “LOS for private 

projects and “the approval of a PC-1” for public sector projects. The problem isn’t that some 

projects have their CAPEX costs omitted from the least-cost modeling analysis – this may 

make sense under some exceptional circumstances. Industry best practices the world over aim 

to limit accommodation of such ‘committed’ projects very strictly to those cases where 

significant investments in project development and construction have already been undertaken, 

and financial and contractual obligations have been firmed up such that shelving the project at 

such a stage would result in more losses to the market and the public overall. In general, this 

only applies to situations where the power purchase agreements have already been signed for 

projects that have proved their least cost credentials previously. The underlying rationale for 

such pre-selection is to avoid expensive and inequitable outcomes where project developers 

who have already incurred significant expenses and placed reliance on contractual agreements 
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end up getting penalized because of ex-post facto changes in market optimality outlooks. The 

present criteria on the other hand is entirely arbitrary and pre-selects projects so early in the 

project development cycle as to effectively guarantee a seat for mere abstract proposals with 

no real developments on the ground allowing them to bypass the least cost optimization 

process.  

Last year, more than 80% of the capacity additions were pre-selected on grounds other than 

their least cost credentials owing to this arbitrary criterion. This year’s plan has fared no better 

with committed projects taking up well over half the share of the energy mix on average. 

Through this backdoor mechanism, the IGCEP has added a substantial number of fossil-fuel 

based and large hydro projects that have been exempted from a least cost testing against RE 

technologies to determine their competitiveness. This includes 4,203 MW in coal and gas based 

energy, and a whopping 7,111 MW of (mostly large) Hydropower projects. The share of 

committed solar and wind is negligible by comparison. Given that wind and solar are vastly 

more competitive even on purely economic grounds alone, this methodology sets up an uneven 

playing field. Relative to Coal, Gas, and Hydro, cheaper and cleaner RE projects have therefore 

been placed on an unequal footing without a fair competition. It is important to point out that 

this outcome has nothing to do with ‘technical considerations’ related to grid limitations or 

issues of intermittency and the base load reliability needs of the system – it is purely the result 

of an unjustified and unreasonable intrusion of political bias in the planning process. The same 

has been forcefully noted in a World Bank report on RE integration in Pakistan which observes 

that “some committed plants are only drawn because of their status but not because they make 

economic sense or are needed for supply.” The resulting mix is therefore patently sub-optimal 

in terms of both economic costs and environmental sustainability. This outcome results not 

only in substantial economic losses to the public but also frustrates NEPRA’s statutory goal of 

developing competitive markets. This criterion therefore amounts to a circumvention of the 

market and regulatory process through a pre-selection of preferred projects which is simply a 

poorly concealed form of market nepotism. This will considerably hurt investor and consumer 
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confidence in the possibility for a free market for electricity – particularly for the renewables 

industry – which is a present priority of NEPRA especially with the CTBCM reforms and the 

shift to competitive bidding for renewables enacted this year.  

 

 The Role of the Independent System Planner: The issue runs deeper than a mere 

question of classificatory criteria and pertains to a fundamental misconception of the true 

role of the system planner and the regulator in the planning process. The purpose of the 

modeling exercise is for the system planner to generate an accurate and technically sound 

least-cost plan based on an unconstrained analysis of all the possibilities and options, 

carried out on a complete and independently verified data set, through a process that is free 

from political influence or partisan interests. A successful execution of this task depends 

on at least four factors:  

(i) complete access to any data that is relevant to assessing the true costs of any technology, 

project, technical factors, and integrated system wide costing of the overall capacity 

additions roadmap;  

(ii) transparent analytic procedures based on reasonable assumption sets, parameters, and 

metrics that are developed independently of political interference and are publicly testable;  

(iii) sensitivity analysis to stress test for contingencies and multiple planning scenarios to 

determine the cost of any anticipated or proposed deviations from the base case least-cost 

plan;  

(iv) analysis of complementary methods for achieving energy security goals that would 

result in the most impactful overall integrated plan.  

 

The assumptions of the present IGCEP 2031 as laid out in Section 5.2 and the list of 

scenarios modeled as laid out in Table E3 fail to meet these standards for the following 

reasons: 
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 Under the Grid Code, NTDC is bound to collect relevant data regarding operational and 

future power plants from various entities in the sector. Neither the input data nor the 

methodology for collecting and analyzing it have been disclosed in the IGCEP. It is 

unclear which data NTDC obtained, whether it is complete or not, what the rationale for 

omitting some types of data might be, and what methods were employed for testing the 

veracity of the data. Since this data constitutes the basic inputs and information on which 

a last cost-modeling exercise is conducted, verifying its completeness, veracity, and 

reliability is a necessary step –indeed the most important one. The IGCEP appears not to 

have fulfilled this requirement. The only guidance we get on this issue is in Section 3.4 of 

the study which states that the Financial Parameters have been obtained from ‘concerned 

project executing entities’ and ‘the latest tariff determination available on the NEPRA 

website.’1 These financial parameters are unreliable and biased, being fully dependent on 

the self-reporting of power plant costs by the project executing entities. This financial 

self-reporting (misreporting) has historically been accepted by NEPRA without 

objections and sans any independent verification and/or assessments by experts in energy 

finance and project costing. Such self-reported data has previously been relied upon for 

important policy decisions with disastrous effects as detailed in the 2020 ‘Report on the 

Power Sector’ (‘RPS’), the Committee for Power Sector Audit, Circular Debt Resolution 

and Future Roadmap. A single example should suffice to demonstrate the gravity of such 

misleading financial practices: in the case of just one coal fired power plant i.e. Huaneng 

Shandong Ruyi (Pakistan) Energy (Private) Limited located at Qadirabad, District 

Sahiwal, the committee calculated excess payments of Rs. 291.04 billion over the tariff 

control period of 30 years. The entire culture and system of costing practices that stand at 

the heart of the IGCEP are therefore hit by structural defects and bias. Its integrity is 

compromised in equal parts by the self-interested nature of the reporting, ineffective or 

incomplete disclosures, misleading data, and questionable financial practices of the 

                                                           
1 P. 25 of IGCEP. 
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project executing entities. These erroneous costs claimed by the project executing entities 

and approved by NEPRA have been worked into the tariff structure in the previous years 

and are responsible for leading us down the road of circular debt, energy insecurity, 

foreign debt, and financial ruin of the energy sector. The source data is therefore 

unreliable and potentially dangerous for the IGCEP’s planning purposes. 

 

 The reliance on a singular externally dictated assumption set by NTDC is prima facie 

inconsistent with the National Electricity Policy 2021 (NEP). Section 5.1.1 of the NEP 

states that: “Expansion in generation capacity shall be only on competitive and least 

cost basis (except for strategic projects, for which: (a) the qualification and 

methodology shall be provided in the National Electricity Plan, (b) the Government, 

in consultation with the Provincial Governments, shall approve such projects on 

case-to-case basis and (c) the relevant sponsoring Government / Provincial 

Government shall provide the funding to bridge the incremental cost (beyond least 

cost) of any such project).” These guidelines make it clear that while actual generation 

expansion may proceed on lines that include strategic G2G projects that are not 

competitive or do not meet the least cost criteria, the incremental costs over and above 

the least cost alternative would have to be provided by the sponsoring Government / 

Provincial Government. This step presumes and requires – indeed obligates – NTDC to 

first submit all such strategic projects to an unconstrained least cost analysis irrespective 

of their guaranteed inclusion in the final expansion plan. Whatever the imperatives 

driving the actual inclusion of strategic projects, this unconstrained modeling is 

nevertheless a crucial prerequisite for realizing the “true financial cost” of the strategic or 

“committed” additions so that sponsoring Government / Provincial Governments may be 

aware of the financial implications of project choices. It is also necessary to outline what 

the least cost alternative to each individual committed project would have been, to help 

guide policy makers on other aspects of their energy choices – such as environmental or 

political fallouts. It goes without saying that under S. 14A of the NEPRA Act 1997, the 
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Regulator is required to “perform its functions in accordance with the NEP” and by 

extension, NTDC is similarly bound in its role as the licensed generation and system 

expansion planner under the Grid Code issued by NEPRA. In the present IGCEP, 

however, NTDC has completely absolved itself of this legal duty. The regulator NEPRA, 

must therefore step in to ensure course correction on this front before any approval is 

conferred to the IGCEP.  

 

 The problem of classification notwithstanding, committed and even existing on-line 

projects should not in principle be excluded or exempted in any way from being made to 

compete against all candidate options – this analysis should be conducted at least in the 

shape of scenario analysis apart from the base case. For the least cost modeling exercise to 

be at all purposeful, all projects and technology blocks should be subject to a principle of 

continued competition. Any meaningful assessment of fuel source and technology share in 

the generation mix should and must consider the optimality of technology option 

irrespective of the stage in the life cycle of a project. It should be noted that NTDC is tasked 

with identifying the optimal balance of least cost and environmental suitability of the fuel 

mix in the decade ahead. This duty requires application of mind and meaningful evaluation 

of the actual set of options not only for capacity addition but also for replacement of 

existing and retiring projects or shelving of committed projects. In principle, therefore, the 

IGCEP should have specified and worked on multiple scenarios and sensitivity analyses 

for determining the true least-cost and sustainable pathways for future additions.  

 

In light of the above, NTDC’s methodology with the IGCEP invites especial scrutiny for 

its inconsistency with the intent, letter, and spirit of the ARE policy. By protecting 

committed and existing fossil fuel and hydro projects from a fair competition against RE 

technologies, the IGCEP contravenes the long term vision and values of the ARE policy. 

As stated by the ARE “In addition to generation capacity expansion, AREPs shall also be 

solicited for displacement of expensive electricity generated using fossil fuels (thermal 
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plants). This is a major directional change from the past…” The 30% policy minimum is 

in fact simply a mandatory minimum – not the ideal that the IGCEP should aspire to. This 

should apply more emphatically to carbon-based projects that are not even on-line yet, and 

some of which may have not even achieved full financial closure, and are subject to delays, 

cancellations, and other future risks. The NTDC is therefore obligated to model and 

propose alternative scenario options that include not simply evaluation of renewable 

candidates as opposed to other candidates, but also the evaluation of renewable candidates 

vis a vis existing and committed carbon-based projects. It bears mentioning that a recent 

World Bank report finds several cases where it proves more economical to shelve 

committed and even existing projects with guaranteed fuel offtake agreements, and accept 

penalty payments instead of curtailing further amounts of RE generation. Even otherwise, 

alternative scenarios such as renegotiation of onerous non-renewable project contracts 

should be included in the modeling exercise to generate meaningful options for least-cost 

pathways.  

 

 

B. THE PROPOSED IGCEP HAS PLANNED CAPACITY ADDITIONS AROUND 

ECONOMICALLY AND TECHNICALLY RISKY HYDROPOWER PROJECTS 

 

Hydropower projects – particularly large hydro – are notorious for cost-overruns, delays, 

vulnerability to climate change and shifting weather patterns, as well as significant renovation 

and maintenance costs and long-term decreases in capacity. This is quite apart from their social 

and environmental risks, and political costs which are especially high in the Pakistani contexts. 

There are several facets to the risks associated with large hydropower projects as outline below: 

 

 

 Cost Overruns and Delays: The IGCEP includes absolutely no analysis of the cost 

overruns and time delays associated with hydropower projects. A recent study by IEEFA 
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estimates that only 15% of the planned capacity from last year’s IGCEP is likely to come 

online on time with the rest delayed well beyond the end of the decade.2 This estimate is 

based on the pattern of existing delays, the percentage of actual physical progress made on 

the civil works and construction of powerhouses, and the present status of financing 

arrangements. The report reveals that of the nearly 14 GW of hydropower capacity 

scheduled to come online by 2030, only 51% had achieved financial closure and only 39% 

had begun physical construction as of September 2022. Experts estimate cost overruns to 

touch approximately USD 49-61 billion. Delays are also likely to increase power outages 

and load shedding prompting a switch back to fossil-fuel power to bridge the shortage. 

 

It is worth taking a closer look at the present patterns of cost overruns and delays for some 

of the larger hydropower projects included in this year’s IGCEP plan under the 

“committed” category. The World Bank-funded Dasu hydropower project has previously 

been hit by delays of three to four years. This massive 4320 MW project, scheduled for 

construction over two phases of 2160 MW each, was supposed to come online with the 

first phase by 2023-2024. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, insufficient land 

acquisition, and security concerns, however, have led to several delays in project progress. 

Unplanned costs have also been massive. After terrorist attacks last year, compensation 

packages of upto USD 20.3 million have had to be issued and the project contractor China 

Gezhouba Group Company has also sought additional compensation to the tune of USD 

37 million. Together these factors have led to cost overruns of almost Rs. 100 billion (USD 

450 million). The project was initially approved in 2014 with a total cost of USD 3.9 

billion, but now faces an overrun of almost 12%. The fate of the 128 MW Keyal Khwar 

generation facility has been no different. Work on the project has been pending since 2004 

and is now projected to be completed in 2027 by the IGCEP. At the time of its initial 

approval in 2004, the proposed facility had a PC-I cost of Rs.7.1 billion. This figure has 

                                                           
2  
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required a revision upto Rs. 26.1 billion in 2016 – nearly 4 times the initial cost. Delays 

have also come with commercial difficulties, with the project's 2017 civil works contract 

terminated on accounts of non-performance of the contractor. Due to these delays, the cost 

of the project has exploded with the new PC-I cost amounting to Rs. 49.7.3 Similarly, both 

the 700 MW Azad Pattan project and the 1124 MW Kohala project have met with similar 

difficulties in the past, with the latter hit by significant delays after Chinese financiers 

pulled out in 2018.  

 

The challenges with cost overruns and delays are recognized as a significant variable that 

needs to be factored into planning decisions the world over. These factors explain the 

growing trend to replace large hydropower projects with smaller, more locally managed, 

run of the river projects. According to an Oxford study on the subject, the average overruns 

on the cost of a large dam is 96% with an average time overrun of 44%. The authors of the 

study who surveyed some 245 projects across 65 countries, concluded that “even before 

accounting for negative impacts on human society and environment, the actual construction 

costs of large dams are too high to yield a positive return.” The study also highlights the 

role of two important factors underlying the unrealistic assessments of cost and time 

overruns: “optimism bias” i.e over optimistic claims on the completion of a project based 

on unrealistic timelines; and “strategic misrepresentation” i.e., the deliberate or negligent 

underestimation of costs by project promoters to push or expedite the approval process.  

 

In the Pakistani context, these findings are especially relevant. The case of the gargantuan 

4.5 GW Diamer Bhasha project – added as a committed project last year but shelved by 

this year’s IGCEP on account of a COD beyond the 2031 horizon – is a cautionary 

precedent in this respect. Construction on this 4,800-megawatt plant began in June 2020, 

with an estimated completion cost of USD 14 billion and scheduled completion in 2027. 

                                                           
3 IEEFA study “To Build or not to Build: Keeping Pakistan’s Hydropower Reliance in check. 
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However, when adjusted for delays and overruns, the direct costs and costs of financing 

have been estimated to bring the overall cost of Diamer Bhasha to more than USD 60 

billion with an actual operation date later than 2035. The tariff set by the Water & Power 

Development Authority of PKR 4.11 (USD 0.024) per kilowatt-hour – which figure was 

also relied upon input uncritically by the IGCEP – is therefore highly misleading. Experts 

estimate that the tariff would have to be kept closer to PKR 20 simply to break even in 30 

years.  

 

The large hydropower projects added by the IGCEP are also funded mostly through MDB 

and foreign loans adding large amounts of external debt. Extensions to Tarbela for instance 

are being financed mainly by the World Bank Group, and Gazi Barotha includes funding 

support from both the WB and ADB with a 25-year loan of USD 300 million from the 

former and a 20 year loan of $350 million from the latter. These projects are therefore 

adding massive amounts of external debt to a nation that is already stressed by debt 

servicing expenditures. Aside from piling on the debt, loans for large projects are often 

subject to considerable restructuring costs which risks are elevated given Pakistan’s 

perilous macroeconomic situation and depleted foreign exchange reserves. Recently, in the 

case of Tarbela extension #5, for instance, WAPDA has struggled to pay contractors  

according to the deadlines stipulated in the contract. Changes in the share of co-financing 

have therefore been requested by WAPDA to avoid any delays in payment to the 

contractors. This has meant higher debt and less favorable loan terms in the long run. Any 

savings on capacity payments to expensive RLNG and FO projects are therefore likely to 

be consumed by the debt serving load of hydro projects in the 2023-2031 period. In 

addition, WAPDA’s own financial health is presently at its nadir. Almost 70% of the 

planned hydropower capacity requires partial or complete funding by either WAPDA or 

provincial governments at a time when WAPDA has been downgraded by nearly all 

credible global credit rating agencies such as Moody’s and Standard & Poors. This will 

further contribute to delays, uncertainty in investments, and unfavorable loan terms.  
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 Technical implications of delays: There are also technical and financial implications 

related to replacement strategies in the event of these delays. A recent study by LUMS EI 

demonstrates that in even a moderately delayed Hydro scenario, given the variability of 

wind and solar, the system is likely to experience shortages in summers in FY27 and 

beyond. Aside from reducing the reliability of the system, this delay also means an 

increased dispatch for Gas and Local Coal to fill in for the expected output of the Hydro 

power plants. The payments can be expected to surge in FY24 to more than PKR 70 billion 

on the back of these delays since energy must now be supplied by a larger volume of 

thermal power plants. The analysis shows that over the modeled period, there could be 

cumulative energy payments of several hundred billion PKR resulting from use of more 

expensive and/or imported fuels to replace energy from low-cost delayed Hydro. Given 

this evidence, the costing data, tariff indexation, and information for hydropower projects 

provided in the Annexures of the IGCEP are misleading and incomplete. A more complete 

analysis of the true costs of hydropower is in order. 

 

 Hydrological risks: The IGCEP has also failed to adequately factor in climatological and 

hydrological risks to the hydropower pipeline. Hydropower projects have historically been 

vulnerable to extreme weather patterns and seasonal shifts. This vulnerability has increased 

exponentially with climate change patterns, the effects of which have been seen across the 

globe in the shape of droughts, shrinking rivers, extremes of high and low precipitation, 

and unpredictable reservoir levels. In Pakistan, this year’s early onset summer and 

unprecedented heat waves saw alarming drops in the reservoir levels followed by the 

catastrophic floods later on. This is not a ‘one off’ event. According to recent studies, 

climate change is expected to drastically affect the availability and predictability of water 

as a resource for power generation with at least a third of glacial volumes expected to be 

lost in the coming decades. Thus we can expect a reduced and more unstable supply with 
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diminished or unpredictable flow profiles in the coming years. The IGCEP provides no 

meaningful assessment of this hydrological risk  

 

Aside from the climate risks posed by large dams to the Indus Basin as a whole, there are 

technical considerations related to decreased summer output that the IGCEP has failed to 

account for. The situation is most concerning in the early summer months of May and June 

when the demand starts to peak but the output from Hydropower plants (which is more 

than a third of total installed capacity) is subdued. This raises the risk of load shedding in 

this period. The IGCEP carries out no sensitivity analysis for the system wide implications 

of this scenario, merely implying that the system achieves LOLP of not more than 1% per 

annum. In Section 3.6.3 for instance, the IGCEP states that the “average seasonal values of 

monthly energy and capacity, as conveyed by the concerned project executing agencies, 

have been used to capture the seasonality in the output of hydroelectric projects.” Quite 

apart from the absence of any independent verifications on this data as outlined previously, 

this analysis appears to be based on average monthly values from past years. A more useful 

method would have been to analyze LOLP and model generation on the hourly water flow 

profiles as experienced in recent years and as projected over the 10 year period after 

accounting for shifts in hydrological patterns owing to the increased climate risks. The key 

task was therefore to analyze the evidence regarding changing hydrological patterns to test 

whether the loss of load probability increases in May and June with lower contributions 

from Hydro. Similarly, there has been no costing or planning of alternative arrangements 

for making up peak demands in a low hydro scenario. In the absence of these, the system 

is likely to experience shortages in summers in FY27 and beyond. This can potentially 

reduce reliability of the system and need to be considered for generation planning  

      

C. THE DECISION TO EXTEND KAPCO (BLOCKS I & II) VIOLATES THE LEAST 

COST PRINCIPLE AND IS OUTSIDE THE REMIT OF THE IGCEP 
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The IGCEP’s arbitrary extension of KAPCO beyond its PPA period is an inexplicable and 

contradictory feature of the plan. The standard practice on retirement schedules has been outlined 

in Section 5.8 of the IGCEP as follows: “For the purpose of the IGCEP, a power plant stands 

retired either as per its PPA / EPA term or relevant CCoE decision.” Section 5.2 of this year’s 

IGCEP however, announces a “minimum dispatch of 500 MW from KAPCO CCPP (Block I & 

II) has been provided in the months of May to September till the year 2025 beyond its PPA expiry 

of Oct 2022.” This extension has therefore been taken as one of the assumptions of the current 

plan. However, no reference to any relevant decision by the CCI or the CCoE has been offered. 

The ostensible reason given by NTDC for this extension is “network requirements and 

constraints.” The IGCEP however provides no reference whatsoever to what those constraints are 

and why extending KAPCO Block I & II is the best suited, least cost option for meeting needs in 

the presence of other candidate technologies. In the absence of any policy based directive, or least 

cost assessment, such bypassing of the process and unilateral decision making through arbitrary, 

opaque, and self-legitimating criteria is tantamount to an abuse of authority.  

Moreover, it is curious that the IGCEP has selected a project for capacity addition based on 

transmission related factors in the absence of an attending TSEP directive. The IGCEP goes on to 

state that “it is pertinent to mention that the requirement of KAPCO beyond its PPA expiry will be 

assessed in ongoing Transmission System Expansion Plan (TSEP), accordingly competent forum 

will be approached, after consensus among concerned stakeholders...” This clarification in itself 

demonstrates the objectionable nature of this inclusion. If NTDC wishes that KAPCO be provided 

such an extension on grounds related to transmission constraints rather than least cost credentials, 

that preference ought to be first validated as a consensus decision as part of the TSEP analysis. 

Else, it may be modeled as an alternative to the least cost base scenario through a separate 

sensitivity analysis. Such an analysis must also outline the costs of such an extension and specify 
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its expenditure beyond least cost alternatives. KAPCO is one of the most expensive and a major 

contributor to the capacity payments problem being faced by the power sector.    

 

D. THE IGCEP LOCKS IN AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE TO LOCAL COAL  IN THE 

MERIT ORDER 

               

       

The tariff determinations of Local Coal plants segregate the fixed fuel cost components as capacity 

payment on account of the upstream tariff structure of the mining projects. As a result, around 70% 

of the fuel cost is paid as ‘capacity’ while the remainder comprises the fuel cost component 

factored into the merit order for dispatch. This confers an unfair advantage to Local Coal plants as 

they end up ranking higher in the merit order and are prioritized in dispatch. This priority however, 

is artificial owing to the aforementioned structure of the tariff. As a result, the IGCEP roadmap 

may lead to a more expensive and less competitive method of meeting demands from within the 

existing generation options. NTDC appears not to have factored this into the analysis.  

        

 

E. THERE IS NO COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE SOURCES FOR 

REPLACING IMPORTED COAL IN THE GWADAR PROJECT 

 

 

The IGCEP 2031 makes an important improvement over last year’s plan in transitioning the 

committed Gwadar Coal-Fired Power Project away from expensive and highly polluting imported 

coal. However, the IGCEP conducts none of the analysis needed for subsequent assessments of 

appropriate replacements. It merely reports that the project has shifted to local coal “as conveyed 
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by the relevant project executing agency i.e. PPIB”  without first evaluating the costs of this 

arrangement, the alternative options, and the least cost choice. This decision is particularly baffling 

given Gwadar’s prime suitability to solar and distributed RE solutions – both in terms of costs as 

well as for reasons of present limitations in the grid. The suitability of solar solutions for Gwadar 

has been acknowledged by the power division itself. Since the preference for coal as opposed to 

solar has serious financial implications, and the question has been the subject of much debate 

amongst policy makers, a proper comparative analysis should have been conducted in order to 

determine the most suitable least cost fuel source for this transition.  

 

  

F. THERE IS NO CLARITY ON HOW KE’S LEAST COST MODELING HAS BEEN 

CONDUCTED OR INCORPORATED IN THE PRESENT IGCEP 

 

This year’s IGCEP incorporates the least cost plan developed independently by K-Electric. 

However, it provides no clarity on the methodology, assumption sets, and data sources of the latter 

or the method for verifying the optimization choices. This has led to the additions of projects that 

are plainly unreasonable on the face of it The IGCEP, for instance, includes the 82 MW Turtonas 

Uzgor Hydro project as an optimized K-Electric Candidate. The said project however, is based in 

Golan Gol, Chitral, some 1750 km from the K-Electric jurisdiction. It defies reason as to how this 

project can reliably and cheaply provide electricity to consumers based in the K-Electric service 

area, particularly given the vast potential for cheaper solar and wind options in the Sindh region. 

The analysis and justification however, is missing from the IGCEP. 
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G. THERE IS NO DISCUSSION OR PLAN FOR DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT 

DESPITE ITS INCLUSION AS A “MUST DO” PRIORITY FOR FUTURE 

ACTION IN LAST YEAR’S IGCEP 

 

          

         

The data on seasonal variation in demand and generation reveals a massive contrast between peak 

period generation (June to August) and off-peak period generation (December to February) over 

the last decade. While peak period generation has increased 60%, off-peak period generation has 

increased only by 27%. This points to the massive and rapidly growing gap between usage in the 

summer and winter – mostly driven by a small and privileged set of urban consumers increasingly 

reliant on air conditioning in the summers. As shown by a recent study on the previous year’s 

IGCEP by the LUMS Energy Institute, the capacity margin peaks to 63% in the initial years during 

winter periods, while in summer periods it reduces to 25%. Towards the end of the 10 year 

modeling period, the same margin reduces to less than 40% in the winter and to 17% in the winter. 

The analysis reveals that the system remains in large amounts of surplus throughout most of the 

year owing to the volume of the capacity additions. Capacity margins are therefore significantly 

higher during off-peak demand hours in winter when the load is around 7-9 GW. This trend is set 

to remain through the next decade.  

 

The best practices amongst power system operators is to maintain a capacity reserve margin of 10-

15% in order to balance reliability with affordability. However, as noted by the aforementioned 

study, in the case of Pakistan’s power sector, “ill- planned decisions and over-commitment have 

driven the system into excessive, and expensive surplus. The situation will become worse if the 

demand grows at a lower rate, putting upward pressure on the ratepayers’ rates to recover the same 

costs of this over-committed capacity.” 
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The IGCEP fails to conduct any analysis of this troubling demand side imbalance, its root causes, 

financial implications, or its connection to sub-optimal planning choices in the past. It also 

proposes no solutions for addressing the problem. Given the present demand side trends, capacity 

arrangements of several thousand MW’s have to be made for only 10-15% of the consumers – that 

too for no more than the duration of a few hours for a couple months in the summers. This amounts 

to losses extending to several millions. Recent evidence, for instance, suggests that a mere 

reduction of 1000 MW can provide annual capacity savings upward of 100 million USD and total 

annual savings in energy costs of more than a billion USD. Given that the core purpose of the 

IGCEP is to chart out a sustainable “least cost” plan, this negligence of the demand side of the 

energy equation is perplexing. This is especially so given that the previous iteration of the IGCEP 

explicitly mentions demand side management (other than NEECA efficiency targets) as a “must 

do action” item.  

      

      

H. THERE IS NO DISCUSSION OR PLAN FOR INCORPORATING HYBRID 

TECHNOLOGIES AND BATTERY STORAGE OPTIONS IN ORDER TO FAST 

TRACK THE INTEGRATION OF RENEWABLES 

 

Hybridization of variable renewable energy projects – particularly through combining solar PV 

and wind with battery storage – is a recognized pathway for expanding the share of clean energy 

sources in the grid. Last year’s IGCEP recognizes the significance of such solutions and notes that 

“future plans are required to be aligned with international best practices pertaining to renewable 

energy.” The typical problem cited as a barrier to expansion of RE is the problem of intermittency. 

However, not only do solar and wind complement each other in terms of hourly and seasonal 

profiles, in the presence of battery solutions, they may provide a reliable and continuous supply of 

electricity to the grid. Such technologies – particularly battery solutions – are gaining in popularity 
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around the world owing to massively declining costs. Section 7.1 of last year’s IGCEP notes that 

“power generation policies should be regularly reviewed and updated to align the policy 

instruments with the latest trends in generation technologies and other factors that can influence 

both the demand and supply side of the electricity business.” This year’s IGCEP however, fails to 

incorporate hybrid and batter solutions nor does it model their market trends to test for its 

implication on least cost pathways for the integration of further RE.  

I. THE PROPOSED IGCEP IS LIKELY TO EXACERBATE REGIONAL 

DISPARITIES IN ENVIROMENTAL IMPACT AND PRECIPITATE INTER-

PROVINCIAL CONFLICT. 

 

Inter-Provincial Inequity: The combined coal and hydel focus in the generation mix is an 

especially toxic combination given the interaction between the environmental impact profiles of 

these technologies and the regional dynamics involved in their deployment. Hydel potential is 

concentrated in the north – mostly in KPK, but the negative impact of low water flow shall be 

experienced in lower riparian areas – especially in Sindh and Southern Punjab. In addition, coal 

mining and burning which aside from the aforementioned emissions risks is also notoriously water 

intensive and poisonous to the local hydrological resources is also heavily concentrated in the 

South, particularly in Sindh, South Punjab, and Baluchistan – regions which are already threatened 

by desertification, water scarcity, drought and sever water pollution. The IGCEP simply does not 

take into consideration the injury of the upstream new hydro-power projects on the down-stream 

provinces. No attempt has been made by the IGCEP to evaluate the effect of these projects on the 

minimum flow of water in the riverbed downstream. Without prejudice to other environmental 

injuries, the right of the upstream provinces to build dams, hydel power reservoirs, on or divert 

water from a shared resource cannot be had at the cost of the right of downstream provinces to 

have access to the minimum flow of water in the riverbed.  

 

Given Pakistan’s present provincial disputes especially around water, the focus of the policy as it 

stands amounts to a reckless inflaming of existing conflicts in the state as well as the propagation 
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of a disproportionate ecological and climatic impact in Sindh, Southern Punjab and Baluchistan. 

It is thus inconsistent with the objectives and guidelines of the NEPRA Act and ARE policy both 

of which call for energy plans that enhance social equity and envision the adoption of measures 

meant to “mitigate adverse climate change and to effectively manage conflict of interest of the 

State in relation to development of the electric power markets of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

The controversy surrounding last year’s hydro heavy IGCEP which drew considerable objections 

from Sindh highlights the need to re-consider the proposed expansion carefully. 

 

 

Hydropower is NOT clean energy: The emphasis on hydropower in the IGCEP also signals a 

misconception on the part of NTDC on the status of hydel as “renewable energy.” The present 

version of the IGCEP plans for the majority of the energy to come from a combination of wind, 

solar, bagasse, and hydro which is in line with the Prime Minister’s statement at the December 

2020 Climate Ambition Summit in which he announced Pakistan’s aim for a 60% renewables-

based generation. This suggests that the IGCEP has assumed hydropower (including large hydro) 

as an RE source. However, the National Electricity Policies and the legal and regulatory framework 

make it plainly evident that this is a misguided assumption. Neither the Renewable Energy 

Development Policy of 2006 nor the ARE policy 2019 envision large hydropower as a “renewable” 

source, and while the former does include small hydro (&gt;50MW) in its purview, the latter 

declares that “small hydro projects (less than 50 MW) are not covered under this Policy. A separate 

policy is under consideration for small hydro.” However, no such policy has yet been formed. 

Large hydro is explicitly governed by Pakistan’s Power Policy 2015 along with other carbon-based 

and non-renewable energy sources. The IGCEP is therefore misguided in its perception that 

hydropower projects comprise an RE source suitably “green” and comparable to wind and solar in 

its environmental sustainability and its contribution towards meeting RE targets.  
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E.  THE PLAN SEEKS TO INSTALL MORE CAPACITY WITHOUT PROPOSING ANY 

TRANSMISSION EXPANSION PLAN AND COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS 

REGARDING TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION INEFFICIENCIES AND 

LOSSES. 

 

Despite being asked to coordinate the TSEP and IGCEP by NEPRA last year, NTDC has prepared 

the IGCEP without reference to and coordination with a Transmission Expansion Plan. The 

success of any long term strategically important plan is dependent on the methodology and on the 

envisaged sequence of events under the plan. Logic dictates that NTDC should have first prepared 

a ‘Transmission System Expansion Plan’ to meet the ARE minimums and on the basis of 

information provided to it by the Ministry of Power of GoP, PPIB, AEDB, and all provincial 

agencies. The ARE policy expressly envisions this sequence of events:  

 

“It has been decided that rather than inducting RE projects on a reactive 

basis, a new policy direction is being set…It is estimated that such targets 

can be achieved but will require upgradation of the transmission 

infrastructure; this exercise will be undertaken in parallel and, where 

necessary, as a pre-requisite”  

 

It is more appropriate to the remit of NTDC for it to devote its efforts first to the development of 

a technical and financial plan on how to expand and improve transmission and distribution in order 

to evacuate power from a power project and to determine the cost of transmission lines thus 

allowing more meaningful determination of demand and supply forecasting and a more accurate 

modeling of the true least cost and long-term sustainable generation mix. At the very least, a well 

coordinated and simultaneous process of developing the TSEP and the IGCEP should have been 

followed. This would have better enabled NTDC and NEPRA, Ministry of Power of GoP, PPIB, 

AEDB, and all provincial agencies to take an informed and comprehensive decision regarding the 

procurement of power from any particular technology and project. However, here, the IGCEP has 
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that sequence backward. How then is it possible for NTDC to compute accurately and predict 

reasonably the true least cost long-term option when the details of the underlying transmission 

infrastructure, its upgrading costs and improvements in ability to support different technologies 

long term have not yet been evaluated?  

 

In fact, the IGCEP choices can often be complemented by the Transmission System Expansion 

Plan since the latter could even be an alternative to generation in given cases. Planning for 

generation in the absence of the same would be counter-productive. In addition, the Grid Code 

requires NTDC to identify new demand and generation requirements by capacity, commissioning 

date, and location, the latter has not always been identified and may change the outcomes 

envisaged in the IGCEP. When the analysis is performed in tandem with a TSEP, the true cost of 

end-to-end electric supply can better be evaluated for all generation options. Thus, an end-to-end 

cost analysis of electricity supply should be considered for all generation plants. At present, the 

evidence suggests that while large-scale RE deployment is possible without a major expansion of 

the transmission interconnections between the three zonal regions (north, south, and midland), 

there is a need for greater distributed deployment for both RE and non-RE sources with the former 

allowing for much lower costs in the event of inter-zonal expansion of transmission infrastructure 

as well as higher optimality outcomes in case of distributed generation.  

 

IGCEP has also determined the need to install more capacity without catering for transmission and 

distribution inefficiencies and losses, which by some studies of NEPRA amount to 23% to 25%. 

IGCEP has considered least cost solution using a combination of CAPEX, OPEX and Capacity 

factors. The IGCEP has not added in the separate cost of transmission line and related losses, 

dispatch requirements, and consumption patterns. A resolution of the T&D losses is likely to 

reduce the need to install more fossil powered stations, especially Coal Fired Power Projects.  

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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The undersigned request your respected Office to be allowed and invited to participate in any 

public hearings to further evince the above provided comments. 

Regards, 

 

 

 

Asad Farood 

Professor of Law at LUMS 

 

Syed Zain ud Din Moulvi 

Policy Consultant  

(Lahore) 

 

Abdul Rafe 

Advocate High Court 

(Lahore) 

 

 

 

 

Syed M. Ghazenfur 

Advocate High Court 

(Lahore) 

 

The following member organisations of the Alliance for Climate Justice and Clean Energy 

(ACJCE) have endorsed these comments: 

 

S# Organisation Names  Logos 

1 Indus Consortium for Humanitarian, 

Environmental And Development Initiatives  

 

2 Alternative Law Collective  

3 The Knowledge Forum        
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4 Policy Research Institute for Equitable 

Development (PRIED) 

 

6 Lok Sujag 

 

 

 

 


